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\Ve say that a ring R is a D-ring if its lattice of right ideals is distributive. 
Commutative D-domains are just the Priifer rings and commutative noetherian 
D-domains are Dedekind rings. A commutative integral domain is a Dedekind 
ring if and only if every ideal is a product of prime ideals. 
We show that a right noetherian integral domain R is a D-ring if and only 
if every right ideal is a product of prime ideals of R. In order to prove this 
result, we use information about right noetherian local D-domains and the 
following noncommutative extension of a theorem of Jensen [9]. 
Let R be an integral domain or right noetherian. Then R is a D-ring if and 
only if the set S = R\N is a right Ore system and R, 2: RF1 is a right 
chain ring for every maximal right ideal N of R. 
A right chain ring is a ring in which the right ideals are linearly ordered by 
inclusion. 
1. All rings are assumed to have a unit element. 
We say a ring R is a D-ring if for any three right ideals A, B, C of R 
A n (B + C) = (A n B) + (A n C). 
A right chain ring R is a ring in which for a, b in R either aR C bR or bR C aR 
holds. 
A commutative chain domain is a valuation ring. D-rings have been 
studied by, among others, Jensen in the commutative case, by Fuchs, 
Behrens and Stephenson in the noncommutative case. 
We prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be an integral domain or a right noetherian ring. l’hen 
R is a D-ring $ and only if S = R\N is a right Ore system and R, = RS-1 
is a Yight chain ring for every maximal right ideal N of R. 
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The proof will be given in several steps. 
(i) Let R be a D-ring, N a maximal right ideal in R. Then N is a 
two-sided ideal. 
This follows from results in [I I], but we give a direct proof: 
I f  N is not two-sided, there exists s in R with 
SN + N = R; sn, -1 n, == 1 with IZ~; E N follows. 
Mu!tiplping this relation on the right by s gives 
The element 1 - n,s is therefore contained in K = {Y E R; SY E Nj, but not 
in N. We obtain K + N = R and with D = K n N, RID gg R/K @ R/N. 
The lattice of right submodules of the right R-module R/D is distributive, 
but with Mr = R/K, M, = R/N, MS = {ml + am, , ml E Ml}, where 
U(Y + Fzj = SY + N, a contradiction iyrl? = Ma n (fiTI + M2) $- (n/r, n Ml) + 
(nil, n Ma) is reached. 
(ii) R\N = S is a right Ore system. 
For any two elements Y, s in R we have 
rR -= YR n (sR + (r - s)R) = (YR n sR) + (rR n (Y - s)R). 
Thereforer =(r--)t+afortER,aErRnnR,andr(l -t),stErRnsR 
follows. 
Now let Y E R, s E 5’. I f  t E N, it follows that 1 - t is in S and the condition 
is satisfied. If  t is not in N, we have a relation YU = st for some u in R and 
using (i) it follows that u is not in N. 
(iii) The ring of quotients R, with respect to S exists. 
This is obvious if R is an integral domain. 
In general we define I = {Y E R; YS = 0, some s E S>; I is a two-sided ideal. 
The image S of S in R = R/I is a right Ore system and consists of regular 
elements if R satisfies the maximum condition for right annihilators in R 
[6, p. 22X]. We then can form the ring R, = {~?;-r, r E R, s E S}, the classical 
ring of quotients of R with respect to S. 
(iv) RN is a right chain ring. It is clear that RN is local, i.e., has a unique 
maximal right ideal. Every principal right ideal in R, has the form iiR, for 
ii in R. 
For any two elements Z, & in R there exists t in R with a(t - 1), 
biEiiRNnbR,. Either t - I or t is a unit in R, and iiRN C 6R, or 
6R, C iiR, follows. 
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To prove the converse, we have to consider the case where R, as defined 
under (iii) exists and is a right chain ring for all maximal right ideals of R. 
Since A n (B I C) R, = ((An B) + (An C)) R, follows for any three 
ideals -3, B, C of R it is enough to observe that iR, = JfRh, holds for right 
ideals L and / in R for all maximal right ideals N if and only if I, J. 
(L = n$-l(r\ nLR,), if 4 is the canonical homomorphism from R onto 
R/I, since +i(R n LRs) -= {r E R; YS EL, some s E R\N}). This proves that 
R is a D-ring. 
Skornyakov [IO] gives an example of a finite GF(2)-algebra R which is not 
a n-ring, but yields local rings isomorphic to GF(2) if localized at the two 
maximal right ideals Ni , N, . He concludes that this shows the impossibility 
of extending Jensen’s theorem to the noncommutative case. But in this 
example the sets Si = R\N, are not right Ore systems and the two kernels 
Ki 2 {r E R; SY :~~ 0 or YS =: 0 some s E Si} have a nontrivial intersection. 
2. Right chain rings play for II-rings the role valuation rings play for 
commutative Priifer rings. 
Right noetherian chain rings are right-invariant, i.e., all right ideals are 
two-sided, but this is not true in general. 
Let R be a right chain ring, right invariant with no zero divisors. 
The principal right ideals aR #’ 0 of R form a totally ordered semigroup 
if we set aR > bR if and only if aR C bR and use ideal multiplication as 
operation. 
This semigroup, H say, has the following properties. 
(1) H is a totally ordered semigroup with a unit element. 
(2) h, < h, holds for elements hi in H if and only if there exists h in H 
with h,h == h, . 
(3) d/z, -mu &, for d, hi in H implies h, = h, . 
W’e can ask the following questions: Determine all semigroups with (l), 
(2), (3). Which of the semigroups with (I), (2), (3) can be realized as the 
semigroup associated with a right invariant right chain domain ? 
If the abstract semigroup H satisfies (I), (2), (3) and the additional condition 
(4) h,d ~7 h,d for d, hi in H implies h, = h, , 
one can construct the generalized power series ring R = K{(H)) consisting 
of all elements of the form 
(y _I 1 %b! 1 where the k, are elements in a field K, 
the x1& are indexed by h E H, and T(iu) =-- {h, K,, 7. O> is a well-ordered subset 
of H. Multiplication in R is defined by x,~?s,~’ s~,,~’ , kx, = .r,,k for k E K, 
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and addition is componentwise. R is then a right invariant right chain domain 
with the given semigroup H as its associated semigroup of principal right 
ideals. 
It is easy to construct semigroups with (I), (2), (3) that do not satisfy (4). 
Let HI , H, be two semigroups with (I), (2) (3). We form H =- HI >: HS 
and define 
(4 7 hdhl’, 4’) = (‘v,‘, h,‘) 
== (h, ) h,h,‘) 
for hi’ + e, 
for hi’ = e, 
and order H lexicographically. The semigroup H will satisfy (I), (2), (3) but 
not (4) if HI =i; (e,}, Hz # {ez>. 
The two problems posed above can be solved in the noetherian case. 
Right noetherian right chain rings are right invariant [2], and we have the 
following result. 
LEMMA I. Let H be a right noetherian semigroup satisfying conditions (I), 
(2), (3). Then H is order isomorphic to a semigroup T =: {a; N < w’) for some 
power CO’ of W, the order type of the natural numbers. 
We say a subset N of H is a right ideal if NH _C N holds. His right noetherian 
if a.c.c. for right ideals is satisfied. Every right ideal of H is of the form aH, 
a E H, in this case. 
To prove the lemma, let M = m,H be the maximal right ideal + H of H. 
We define elements mj in Has follows: mi+l generates the right ideal 0 (mjH)?i 
and m, generates nBC, m,H for a limit number y. 
We show that mi < mj implies mimj = mj . Since we assume m, < mj , 
we have m. z+l < mj and it is sufficient to show mimf,.l = m,,., . This is 
obvious, since mi n (m,H)?l = mi+lH holds. 
Next we show that every element s # 1 in H can be written uniquely as 
s = m,, *a. mj I with mfl > ... >m<,. 
Let s be a counterexample to the above statement with sH maximal. Let mi,H 
be maximal, among the m,H defined above, with s $ m,,H. It follows that i’ 
is not a limit number. We have i’ == i + 1 and an integer n exists with 
s E m,“H, s $ m:+‘H. 
We obtain s = mins I , st E H, si $ miH. The element sr has a representation 
of the desired form and the same is then true for s. The uniqueness of such a 
representation follows from the construction. 
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The mapping y5 which maps s = rn:; ... rnf; on &l/z, $- ... + wi&, with 
ordinal numbers iI > i, > .‘. > i, and nonnegative integers ki , is a semi- 
group isomorphism between the two ordered semigroups, Hand T. 
It remains to find a construction for a right chain ring R which has an 
associated semigroup isomorphic to a given semigroup T = {a; 01 < w’l\. 
This was done by Jategaonkar [7] and differently by Cohn [4, p. 3081. 
3. W’e turn now to the right noetherian D-rings and prove the follow- 
ing Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 2. The following conditions are equivalent for a right noetheuian 
integral domain. 
(I) R is a D-ring. 
(2) 5’ -~ R\N is a right Ore system and R, is a right chain ring for every 
maximal right ideal N of R. 
(3) For any two right ideals A C_ B of R there exists a right ideal C of R 
with A ~~ BC. 
(4) Every right ideal A + 0, f  R of R can be written as the product of 
prime ideals (7’ R) of R: 
.4 =: P, ‘.. P, such that Pi 2 Pj does not hold for i < j. 
Such a representation is unique up to the order of commutable factors. We have 
QIQz := Q, for prime ideals QI 2 Qz in R and QIQz = Q,Q1 for prime ideals 
Q1 Q Qz S 0, 
(5) Every right ideal is a product of prime ideals. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) was proved in Theorem 1. We show 
next that (3) implies (2). Assuming (3), it is obvious that R is right invariant: 
il C R implies il = RC for a right ideal A in R. We can localize at the maximal 
right ideals of R. Let N be one of them, R, the corresponding local ring, 
a&, bR, , a, b E R, two principal right ideals in R. There exists in R a right 
ideal C with 
aR (aR + bR)C and the relation a ax + by with X, y  in C follows. 
Is x contained in N, we have a( I ~- X) in bR, , 1 - x a unit in R, and 
aR, L bR, is proved. For x $ N, CR, == R, and bR, C aR, follows. This 
proves (2). 
\Ve assume (2) and like to prove (3). It follows that R is right invariant, 
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since R = n R, and every R, is right invariant. Let A, B be two right ideals 
in R with ,4 C B and systems of generators 
E, = {a,‘,..., a,‘), E, = {b,‘,..., b,,.‘), 
respectively, where 11 and k are minimal. 
We rewrite Ri = R,, , where {N<}, i E /I, is the set of maximal right ideals 
of R. We then have iRi =- aiRi, BR, = biRi with aj E El , bi E E2 and 
a,R, = b,c,R, follows for some element ci in R. 
We like to show that the elements ci can be chosen in such a way that 
Bci _C A holds. In that case C, the right ideal generated by the cl’s in R 
satisfies A = BC. 
Wre can assume bici = ais for some s E S = R\Ni . For bj E E, we have 
bj = birjt-l for a fixed t E S, but the rj E R change with j. Since R and Ri 
are right invariant, there exists an element t’ E S with t-lc,t’ = c, . We 
replace ci by di =: tit’ and obtain 
bidi = apt’, bjd, = b,rjt-‘tit’ =: alsyj’ 
for certain elements yi’ in R. This proves (3). 
The equivalent conditions (2) and (3) imply (4). 
I f  A is a right ideal maximal with the property that it cannot be written 
as a product of prime ideals, we have A f  R and AR, ;i R, for some 
maximal right ideal N of R. In R, we have 
AR, = 0,“’ ... Q;S\, 
for prime ideals Qi of RN with Qr GQ, 2 ... 5 Q, and n, ,> 1. 
The intersection Qr n R = PI is a prime ideal in R, and A C PI follows. 
Therefore ,4 = PIC for some right ideal C in R. Again A _C C is obvious 
but A # C, since CR, = QT1-l ... QrfR, . (The facts about prime ideals 
and factorization in R, used in the above argument follow from Lemma I ; 
or see [2].) This shows that every right ideal in R is a product of prime ideals 
in R. For prime ideals PI 2 Pz in R we get 
P,P,R, = P2RhT for all N and PIP2 =.= Pz follows. 
Similarly, for P, $ Pz $ PI we have P, $ P2 = R and PlP2RN = P2PlRN 
for all N, which implies PIP2 = P2Pl . 
Every right ideal A + 0, # R of R can therefore be written in the standard 
form given under (4). 
To prove the uniqueness statement, let A = P, ... P, = Q1 ... Q1,! for 
prime ideals Pi, Qi such that neither Pi 2 Pj nor Qi 2 Qj holds for i < j. 
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Let N be a maximal right ideal containing P, 
AR,,, = PIP,,, ... _ Pi,,& .= Q,;, ... Q&v, 
for certain PI 2 P,,, C .‘. C Pi, and Q,;, C ... C Q,(! 
We conclude from the u&ueness of such a representation in R, that 
P,R, Q ,,., R, and P, == Q,:, follows. 
If  k, 1, we are finished by induction. 
For k, :, I and i < k, we have Q,:, $ Qi g Q,?, and Qk,Qi = QjQ,:, follows. 
This proves (4). 
It remains to show that (5) implies (2). I f  (5) is satisfied for R, every right 
ideal is two-sided and the rings R, exist. Condition (5) carries over to the 
local rings R, . We prove that R, is a right chain ring. We write T :: R, , 
AT m= NR, for the maximal ideal of T and show that every prime ideal in T 
is a principal right ideal. This implies that T is a principal right ideal ring 
and a right chain ring. (Let (I, 6 E T, a local principal right ideal domain, 
Then there exists din T with UT G- 6T == dT, a =- da,, 6 =db,, alx + 6,3’ 1 
for elements a, , 6, , x, ~2 in T. It follows that either ot or 6, is a unit in T and 
bT C aT or aT C 6T follows.) 
Since hit 7’ -VP, there exists a E A1ld’S,M’ and 
aT A.. M2 7-m Q1 ... Q,; for prime ideals Qi in T. 
But k I, Qi = M and UT + M” = M follows. Nakayama’s lemma gives 
UT = M. We define ideals in T as 
P,, -= Id, pi, 1 =-= n pill, P, = n PO for a limit number, 
44 
and we prove the following properties by (transfinite) induction on i: 
(I) pip, : Pi for Pi 2 Pi 
(II) P = Pj for j ~5 i or P c Pi for any prime ideal P (j-. T) of T. 
(III) P, is a prime ideal in T for j < i. 
(IV) All ideals Pj are principal right ideals forj < i. 
Properties (I))(IV) are correct for i == 0, and we assume these properties 
to be true forj withj SC i. We consider the case P,+l = PtTp first. The follow- 
ing result is needed. 
If  R is a right noetherian, right invariant ring, then 
BB = B for B = n An, A, B ideals in R. 
One can prove this by showing that in such a ring R the primary decomposi- 
tion for ideals, as it is known for the noetherian commutative case, holds. 
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This last remark shows that PiPi+, = Pi and then PjP,+l = Pi+l for 
j < i + 1 holds. Let P # T be an arbitrary prime ideal in T. By assumption, 
wehaveP-Pjforj<iorPCP,.IfP$Pitl,P#P,,j<i+Ithere 
exists an n with P C Pin, P g PT+l. We therefore have an element p in P with 
p = pint, c $ Pi , Pi x p,T. We get pi E P and Pi == P, a contradiction, 
proving (II). 
In order to show that P,+l is a prime ideal, we consider a factorization 
P,+l == Q1 ... Q,c of P,+l in prime ideals. I f  Qt = P,+1 for some t, we are done; 
otherwise Q, 2 P,+l for j = I,..., k. But using (II), we obtain Ql ‘11 Q,; J 
P,” 2 Pi+1 , a contradiction. 
We prove that Pi+l is a principal right ideal and we can assume P,+1 + 0. 
Let p,+i be an element in P,+l\P,+,M and we factorize 
pi-IT + P,;,M = Q1 ...Qt in prime ideals Qj # T. 
Not all the Q, can be greater than Pf+l and we must have Qj =z P,+1 for at 
least onej. This j must be equal to k, since otherwise the product of the Q),‘s 
is contained in P,+lM. For the same reason, all the Qj with j < k must be 
bigger than PitI = Qk and piilT + Pi,,M = QB follows using (I). This 
implies p,?,T = P,+l . 
It remains to consider the case P, = nocv Pu . 
I f  we assume (I)-(IV) for all P, with ,8 < y, properties (II), (III) follow 
directly for P, as well. To prove (I) i.e., P,P, = P, , we write PB+l = bT, 
and P, =: bA with 4 = b-lP, = {Y E T; br E P,,] follows. But then PoPy =-= 
P,bA = PBPB+,A = Pu,~,A = P, follows, proving (I). That P, is a principal 
right ideal is proved using the same arguments as above. This proves 
Theorem 2. 
The results obtained above show that D-domains are nice generalizations 
of Prufer rings and in the noetherian case of Dedekind domains. But they 
differ in other ways from these rings. There are in the right noetherian case 
arbitrary long chains of prime ideals-quite different from the commutative 
case, where every prime ideal j-0, R is maximal. An element a f  0 in a 
right noetherian D-ring can be a nonunit in infinitely many of the local 
rings R, . Not every ring T between a D-domain R and its skew field of 
quotients Q(R) is a D-ring, but see [l I]. 
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